Education & Learning
Rugby with Rodney 3

Like everybody, in between washing his hands and learning new rugby
skills, Rodney needs some help with learning other skills and is asking all
his friends if they could work through some of his tasks and send them
into us or post them to us on twitter…
mike.sage@dragonsrugby.wales
Good luck & thanks for your help.

@DRA_Community

Task 1
Like everybody I’ve been missing my rugby, so I’ve been watching our
Dragons players in last years’ Rugby World Cup. Could you write me a story
about the World Cup for me to keep please?
Rodney says: “I would love to know about how many teams were in the
World Cup and who progressed to the knock-out stages.”

Task 2
Countries have different populations (amounts of people living in them).
See below a list of the countries that made the Rugby World Cup semi-finals:
Wales

England

New Zealand

South Africa

Can you tell me how many people live in all four countries and how many rugby
players are in each country?
To test you further… can you work out the percentage of people that play rugby
in each country?

Task 3
I loved watching the All Blacks in the Rugby World Cup doing the Haka. I
would love for you all to research the Haka and post me a video of you
doing it in your house or garden!

Rodney says: “Make it fierce and loud with rhythmic movements.
I look forward to showing it to our players!”

Task 4
The last Rugby World Cup was in Japan. Can you find out the host cities of
all the games and tell me about the stadiums the games were played in?

Rodney says: "When were they built and what was the capacity
of each stadium. Which stadium had the biggest capacity.”

Good luck.

Task 5
I have been trying to do the Japanese art of Origami – paper folding - but
I’m not very good with my big furry fingers. Can you ‘Try’ and post me
some pictures of your Origami?

Rodney says: “I went online for some help. Maybe that would
help you too. I need to practice my paper folding skills!”

Good luck / Pwb luc

